Fours year ago, President Clinton signed into law the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act, promising to put an end to dependence on welfare by requiring work and responsibility and encouraging two-parent families. The conversion of the old entitlements-based Aid to Families with Dependent Children program into the new work-oriented Temporary Assistance for Needy Families program has brought about some of the most talked-about public policy phenomena of the last decade, including dramatically reduced caseloads and an influx of single mothers into the labor market. Welfare reform is generally regarded as a great success, and policymakers today are talking about incremental add-ons to the 1996 legislation.

A closer review of the research, however, reveals that the celebration of welfare reform has been premature and that the new law, in fact, merits fundamental restructuring. A survey of welfare reform’s progress to date suggests that the 1996 legislation, although moderately successful in reducing the disincentive to leave welfare, has produced few gains in self-sufficiency and done little to discourage women from making the choices that cause them to enter the welfare rolls in the first place:

- Welfare reform has been largely unsuccessful in moving long-term unemployed, difficult-to-place individuals off cash assistance.
- Welfare reform is failing to make individuals self-sufficient.
- Welfare reform has failed to significantly curb out-of-wedlock births to young women.

Overall, the new welfare law is a second-best solution to welfare dependence. Until policymakers take a preventive approach and make welfare no longer available to, or an attractive option for, women considering making untenable life choices, the country will continue to spend endless taxpayer dollars trying to clean up its dependence problem.

Executive Summary
Introduction

Nearly four years after the “end of welfare as we know it,” weaning the nation’s poor from the dole no longer rates as a top priority among policymakers. Since enactment of the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act (PRWORA) in 1996, caseloads throughout the country have plummeted and employment of single mothers has surged beyond policymakers’ expectations. Proclaiming victory last year, President Clinton announced: “The welfare rolls have been cut in half; they’re at their lowest level in 32 years. And those who are on welfare today are four times as likely to work as when I took office.”

The evidence after nearly four years suggests that proponents of the new law have begun to uncork their champagne bottles prematurely. Although caseloads, for instance, have fallen more rapidly than ever before, most people who have left the rolls have been short-term recipients who have benefited from the nation’s hot economy. Furthermore, the mass movement off cash assistance has not actually resulted in reduced dependence. A majority of individuals who have stopped receiving welfare since enactment of the new law continue to depend on noncash assistance from the government to meet their health care, food, housing, and child care needs.

Although welfare reform is not succeeding in making former recipients self-sufficient, it would be inappropriate to declare the new law a total failure. Critics’ fears that in their race to cut caseloads the states would spawn an outbreak of poverty, hunger, homelessness, and domestic violence simply have not been justified. The lives of most individuals who have substituted paychecks for benefit checks have stayed the same or improved.

When the data are put together, the picture that emerges four years into welfare reform is one of positive, but very limited, change. Long-term dependence—largely the result of out-of-wedlock childbearing—and continued reliance on noncash benefits are problems that work requirements, time limits, and new training programs are failing to address. Keeping people out of the welfare system would prove a far more effective way of reducing dependence than simply, as the current law does, altering the terms under which benefits are offered.

Out with the Old, In with the New

As a result of bipartisan effort, PRWORA was signed into law on August 22, 1996, ending the historic federal entitlement to assistance. Under the new law, the Job Opportunities and Basic Skills Training (JOBS) and Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) programs were replaced with a time-limited assistance and work requirement program, Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF).

The new welfare law aims to increase self-sufficiency and well-being through a system that emphasizes work and responsibility—“a hand up, not a hand out.” The legislation outlines a four-pronged attack on dependence: labor-market attachment, marriage, two-parent families, and supplemental supports to aid in the transition from welfare to work.

Under PRWORA, states, territories, and tribes receive federal block grant allocations totaling $16.8 billion each year until fiscal year 2002. Each state is permitted the flexibility to determine eligibility and benefit levels, as well as services provided to needy families. This so-called new federalism allows states to use TANF funding in any manner “reasonably calculated to accomplish the purposes of TANF,” so long as they maintain historical levels of spending, known as “maintenance of effort.” To continue receiving their full federal TANF allotments, states must also conform to specific requirements regarding current recipients’ work participation rates and length of time on the rolls.
Welfare Reform’s Success: A Hasty Call?

Over the past four years, welfare reform has too often been evaluated on the basis of caseload decline and work participation figures. That simplistic approach evades some of the most critical questions that need to be asked:

- Is welfare reform succeeding in moving long-term recipients off the rolls?
- Are former recipients better off working than they were when on welfare?
- Are families that leave welfare for work becoming self-supporting and upwardly mobile in the labor market?
- Is the new law encouraging potential new recipients to make wiser choices or look for alternative means of support?

Misleading coverage and scarce follow-up data on former and potential recipients have left many observers confused about just how much positive change has been wrought by the 1996 law. To get a clearer sense of the legislation’s impact, as well as insights into how welfare reform should proceed in the next Congress, a comprehensive progress report that assesses the nature of the caseload decline, gains in the well-being and self-sufficiency of former recipients (frequently called “leavers”), and progress in stopping dependence before it starts is in order.

Shorter Welfare Rolls

Extent of Caseload Decline

The most talked-about public policy phenomenon in recent years has been the nation’s plummeting caseload. Between 1993, when states began experimenting with welfare reform, and 1999, the country’s caseload fell by 53 percent—or, as Cato Institute scholars calculate, a decline of nearly 6,000 welfare families per day. The caseload now stands at its lowest level in 30 years.

Despite the nation’s progress in cutting its welfare rolls under the new law, recent slowing of that trend in a number of states suggests that welfare reform may have begun to exhaust its potential. The most rapid declines took place in the first two years after enactment of the new welfare law, during which the nation’s rolls fell by 32 percent. By 1998, however, drops in the welfare rolls in many states had started to slow or had begun to increase. Figure 1 shows some of the more notable examples. After nearly cutting its rolls in half, for instance, New Mexico saw a 40 percent increase in 1998. Hawaii, Indiana, and Wisconsin also experienced growth in their caseloads that year. Louisiana experienced no increase but did have a substantial slowing of its decrease. That reversal of fortune is largely linked to difficulties in moving long-term welfare recipients, who now make up a larger fraction of the caseload, off the rolls.

Reasons for Caseload Decline

Cutting the nation’s rolls nearly in half is impressive but not sufficient to constitute success. If, for instance, individuals are leaving welfare without jobs, or are merely transferring to other government cash-assistance programs, then the figures may mask prolonged dependence.

Rooting out from the welfare rolls the small number of fraudulent claimants with alternative sources of income is an important first step in the “cleaning up” process. The Washington Post reported in 1997 that cracking down on fraud had accounted for as much as 20 percent of the decline in the caseload. Most fraudulent claimants fell off the caseload during the early days of welfare reform when they were effectively “weeded out” by new regulations requiring recipients to spend 20 hours a week in a job or performing community service. Though most fraudulent claimants have by now left the rolls, the new work requirements are effective in deterring such individuals from signing up in the first place.

Although a sizable 63 to 87 percent of for-
Although many former recipients are benefiting from the healthy job market, it is not actually the booming economy that has been drawing them off the rolls in recent years. Former recipients succeed in finding work at some point after leaving the rolls,\(^4\) only 22 percent of TANF leavers, according to HHS data, cited “employment” as their main reason for exit in 1998.\(^5\) That suggests that, although many former recipients are benefiting from the healthy job market, it is not actually the booming economy that has been drawing them off the rolls in recent years.

A person may marry after leaving the welfare rolls, but marriage is not frequently cited as a primary reason for exiting welfare under the new law. The Urban Institute notes that 6 percent of early AFDC/TANF leavers (1995–97) exited because of a change in family situation, which could have included marriage or ineligibility due to the youngest child’s turning 19.\(^6\) In 1998 only 0.4 percent of case closures, according to the HHS, were due to marriage.\(^7\)

According to HHS data, “noncompliance” was the reason 6 percent of leavers exited the rolls in 1998.\(^8\) Noncompliance may include not following the proper procedure for claiming benefits as well as refusing or being unable to comply with the new work participation rules. It should be noted that this low national figure for sanction closures masks widely differing rates among some states (Figure 2). As the Heritage Foundation has shown, the differences are largely the result of variations in state sanctions policies. High percentages of exits due to sanctions, it notes, correspond with stricter state sanction policies.\(^9\)

At present there is little national data documenting case closures due to time limits. The HHS’s most recent data show that 15.5 percent of TANF families left the rolls in fiscal year 1998 because of “state policy,” although the extent to which that figure reflects time-limit cuts is unclear.\(^10\) As do policies on sanctions, state policies on time limits vary widely, and that variation is reflected in the differences in individual state figures for case closures due to timelimits. As the New York Times notes, for instance, although the expiration of time limits explains only 6 percent of the caseload...
With only 22 percent of cases closed because of employment; 6 percent because of sanctions; 15 percent because of state policy, which may include time limits; and a very small proportion because of marriage or fraud, a large group of TANF leavers, as seen in Figure 3, remains to be accounted for. The HHS reports that, in 1998, 56 percent of all cases that closed did so for reasons classified as “other.” Unfortunately, the HHS does not specify what this category consists of, except to note that it encompasses all unknown reasons, including that the individual or family voluntarily closed the case. Several studies may provide clues to why people are voluntarily exiting the system. The Urban Institute’s study of people who left AFDC or TANF between 1995 and 1997, for example, found that the second most common reason for leaving the rolls (next to work) was administrative problems or hassles, reported by 10 percent of former recipients. Another 7 percent in this study reported no longer needing or wanting to receive benefits. A study by the state of Wisconsin at the end of 1998 found that 34 percent of those who had left the system said they simply “did not want to be on welfare,” and 16 percent reported leaving because they “did not want to, or could not, participate in welfare program requirements.”

**Welfare Reform vs. the Economy**

Since rapid caseload decline began to accompany states’ experimentation with wel-
fare reform in the early 1990s, a debate has raged over the primary causes of the declining caseload. The evidence suggests that early caseload declines were largely a response to the booming job market, whereas the more recent and modest drops in the welfare rolls have stemmed primarily from states’ tougher welfare policies.

The president’s Council of Economic Advisers has undertaken the most comprehensive analysis of this question to date. Tracking the rate of caseload decline alongside the unemployment rate and changes in that rate, the study finds, as seen in Figures 4 and 5, that the economy was responsible for 26 to 36 percent of the falling rolls in the period 1993 to 1996 and a much smaller 8 to 10 percent between 1996 and 1998. For the latter period, as Figure 5 shows, the council finds that the influence of changes in the welfare law has exceeded that of the hot economy, producing roughly one-third of the reduction in the caseload between 1996 and 1998. The council notes that reform in recent years has “caused a large drop in welfare participation, a drop that is independent of the effects of the strong labor market.”

Thus, both the hot economy and welfare reform have played important and shifting roles in generating the country’s caseload decline. As the Committee for Economic Development observes, “A fortuitous coincidence of welfare reform with a period of sustained economic growth has produced increases in employment that neither prosperity alone nor changes in public assistance policy alone could have achieved.”

The apparent weakening of economic influence on caseload declines in recent years can best be understood by looking at the changing makeup of the welfare rolls. When states began experimenting with work requirements and other welfare reform measures in 1993, not only was the economy booming, but a significant amount of underused labor was sitting on the welfare rolls. When there were no work requirements and benefits were generous, capable claimants had little incentive to rush off the welfare rolls to find jobs or to shorten the gap.

Figure 3
Reasons for Leaving TANF
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When states began experimenting with work requirements under waivers, even if those requirements were flexible or applied to only a small number of recipients, individuals capable of working quickly began to find jobs—both because

Figure 4
Reasons for the Decline in Welfare Caseloads, 1993–96
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they had to (or perceived that they soon would have to) and because the jobs were there. As a result, between 1993 and 1994, the country began to see a sharp rise in the employment of those most likely to have been on welfare—never-married and previously married women.\textsuperscript{20} Plentiful jobs and tougher new rules thus began to encourage individuals to look for work, and the strong economy made their exit from the rolls into employment possible.

By 1996 many states had been experimenting with work requirements and sanctions for several years and had already “cream[ed]” from their rolls a substantial portion of employable recipients. The people who remained on many states’ welfare rolls one to two years into welfare reform were individuals who faced numerous obstacles to work. As a result, it has become increasingly challenging in recent years to move recipients off the rolls and directly into the labor market. As noted above, although many of the people who leave TANF eventually end up employed, many others exit because they have been sanctioned or choose to leave for “other” reasons.

The strongest evidence of the increasing impact of welfare reform on the caseload in recent years is the fact that states with the toughest work and sanctions policies and the least attractive benefits packages have been the most successful in cutting their welfare rolls. A recent Heritage Foundation study, which examines how states’ welfare policies and local unemployment rates correlate with drops in the welfare rolls, concludes that unemployment rates and the economy have had no significant or predictable effect on the size of the caseload in recent years. As shown in Figure 6, the study notes that “differences in state welfare policies—specifically stringent sanctions and immediate work requirements—are highly associated with rapid rates of caseload decline. By contrast, the relative vigor of state economies, as measured by unemployment rates, has no statistically significant effect on caseload decline.

States with the toughest work and sanctions policies and the least attractive benefits packages have been the most successful in cutting their welfare rolls.
Indeed, states with higher caseload reductions, on average, had slightly higher unemployment rates.\(^\text{21}\)

A Cato Institute study suggests that the generosity of states' welfare benefits has more influence on the size of the caseload than do sanctions. The study finds that for every thousand-dollar decrease in the overall welfare package (which includes AFDC, food stamps, and Medicaid) states reduce their welfare rolls by an average 3 percent. Reductions in benefits, the author notes, can be significantly more effective at reducing caseloads than the sanctioning provisions and work requirements highlighted by the Heritage Foundation's study.\(^\text{22}\)

Despite the fact that in recent years "policy reform—not economics—is the principal engine driving the decline in dependence,"\(^\text{23}\) there remains cause for concern about what would happen during an economic slowdown or recession. The Committee for Economic Development predicts: "This reduction in welfare rolls could quickly reverse itself if the economy weakens. With low seniority and limited skills, many former recipients remain vulnerable to layoffs from their new jobs. In a slack labor market, many would experience considerable difficulty finding new positions, as would current welfare recipients seeking to leave the rolls. A weaker economy would sharply reduce the number of jobs available for former welfare recipients, and many might attempt to return to public assistance."\(^\text{24}\) And, in the event of such a slowdown, it is unlikely that states would continue to enforce such important guards against recidivism as strict work requirements, sanctions policies, and timelimits.

**Distribution of Caseload Decline: Current vs. Former Recipients**

The economy's shrinking role in the nation's caseload decline, as we have seen, is largely attributable to the fact that fewer people who are capable of taking advantage of the booming job market are left on the rolls. Critics suggest that the unprecedented rate of case closures has been achieved primarily through creaming the easiest cases from the rolls in the midst of a hot economy, and such creaming is increasingly leaving behind a hard core of long-term unemployed and difficult-to-place recipients. As a result, many people contend that the remarkable caseload decline of the past four to seven years cannot be sustained (and has, in fact, been slowing down) and signifies little actual progress in chipping away at long-term dependence. As one caseworker puts it, "It is easy to take credit for placing people in jobs who would likely find them anyway, especially in a healthy economy; it is much harder to deal with hard-core unemployed, who have all sorts of aptitude and attitude problems, in an economy with few jobs for low-skill workers."\(^\text{25}\)

Studies of people who leave welfare confirm the view that the majority of case closures under the new law have occurred among the easiest-to-place and least-dependent population of recipients. Many who have exited the system under welfare reform appear to be people who were not at risk of long-term dependence and frequently had some form of employment even while receiving welfare.\(^\text{26}\) As Charles Murray notes, "The reductions in caseloads are occurring disproportionately among women who wouldn't have spent much time in the system anyway and are not part of the underclass."\(^\text{27}\) The initial wave of welfare leavers has tended to have better education, higher levels of basic skills, and more previous experience in the labor market than those who remain on the rolls.\(^\text{28}\)

The data indicate that a large proportion of the 3 million American households still receiving welfare are hard-core dependence cases that will present a growing challenge for welfare reformers in years to come. The HHS reported in 1998 that, as caseloads drop, the proportion of long-stay families on welfare rolls is increasing\(^\text{29}\) and noted that there had been a small but steady decline since 1994 in the percentage of the caseload that had been on assistance for one year or less (36 to 33 percent) and a corresponding increase in the percentage of the caseload on assistance for five years or more (19 to 24 percent).\(^\text{30}\)
Most of the families who remain on welfare are headed by unmarried women under 30—a growing percentage of whom are African American or Hispanic. An increasing proportion, as a recent Brookings Institution study shows, is concentrated in high-poverty urban areas. HHS reports that 23 percent of adult recipients in 1998 were employed, with average monthly earnings of $553, and 7 percent had unearned income averaging about $229 per month. At the time of the survey, 45 percent of adult claimants were actively seeking work, and two of five were exempt from work participation requirements.

Studies of current welfare recipients suggest that this population faces significantly more impediments to work than did people who left the rolls soon after passage of the new law. The Institute for Research on Poverty undertook an extensive study of single mothers who remained on welfare in 1997 and found that around two-thirds of remaining recipients faced two or more obstacles to work. As Table 1 shows, of the barriers to working, low education, lack of access to transportation, poor health, drug dependence, a major depressive disorder, and several experiences of workplace discrimination were most likely to reduce employment among nonleavers.

As the Urban Institute observes in a similar study, as the number of obstacles increases, the percentage of TANF parents working for pay diminishes rapidly, and those who face two or more obstacles are highly unlikely to engage in work activity of any sort.

Summary

It should be clear by now that the size of the caseload decline alone is an inadequate gauge of welfare reform's success. More important questions—why and whether individuals are actually exiting the system; whether the most needy have, in fact, benefited from the recent caseload declines; and what role the nation's booming economy has played in enabling welfare reform measures to take effect—often get lost when the talk turns to numbers.

Most former recipients have voluntarily left the welfare rolls under the new law because they have found work; because of administrative hassles; because they no longer want or need assistance; or, in a small number of cases, because of marriage. Few exits thus far have been initiated involuntarily by noncompliance or exhaustion of time limits. If the pace of caseload decline continues to slow and the proportion of long-term cases remaining on the rolls continues to expand, however, it is likely that involuntary exits will begin to increase significantly unless states choose to relax their sanction and time limit policies.

Whether or not individuals are independently choosing to leave the rolls, the nation's caseload decline since enactment of

---

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barriers</th>
<th>Prevalence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>15.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than high-school education</td>
<td>30.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fewer than four job skills</td>
<td>21.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived discrimination</td>
<td>13.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation problem</td>
<td>47.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major depressive disorder</td>
<td>26.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug dependence</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother’s health problem</td>
<td>19.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

welfare reform remains impressive. As the research shows, however, the economy deserves as much credit as do the new rules for both bringing about and sustaining this trend. Although the role of the economy in moving individuals off welfare appears to be declining as fewer people remain who are actually job ready, it is likely that sanctions and work requirements would have a much more limited impact on the size of the caseload if jobs were not plentiful. That fact has led critics to speculate about how the caseload trend might reverse in the face of an economic turnaround. Because of the mutual interplay of welfare reform and the economy, there is good reason to believe that a future period of dwindling prosperity could quickly lead to swelling caseloads. Even if the economy remains healthy, critics contend that, unless benefits levels are cut and tougher sanctions and time limits are enforced, the caseload declines of recent years will begin to slow because of the increasing proportion of long-term recipients remaining on the rolls. In fact, as we have seen, such a leveling off—and, in some cases, the beginning of an increase—is already evident in the latest caseload figures. Welfare reform appears to have been most successful in creaming the short-term, easily employable cases from the rolls and has made comparatively little progress in moving long-term recipients out of the system. The individuals who remain on the rolls nearly four years after enactment of welfare reform tend to face multiple barriers to employment and have yet to reap the self-sufficiency gains at which the 1996 law aims. It appears that the new law has so far been more effective in forcing the dependence problem to the surface than in chipping away at it.

Welfare to What?

In recent years, evaluations of the new welfare law have turned from “How many people are leaving the rolls?” to “Where are those people going?” As success begins to be measured more in terms of results than numbers, sobering evidence is emerging that individuals are making slow progress toward independence after exiting welfare. For most former recipients, long-term employment and upward mobility within the labor market remain out of reach.

Participation in Work Activities

Information on the types and extent of work activities engaged in by former recipients is more scarce than that on current TANF recipients, since states are not required by the federal government to report on the status of former recipients. This seems odd, given that a large portion of federal welfare dollars is intended for use by states to subsidize strategies and programs that supposedly have long-term self-sufficiency goals. The disparate figures that are available on former recipients’ work activities often come from studies voluntarily initiated by the states. The data that do exist indicate that a sizable proportion of welfare leavers who are supposedly engaged in “work activities” do not actually have jobs. In the Urban Institute’s study of individuals who exited the rolls between 1995 and 1997, for instance, at the time of the interviews, 10 percent of the group were in school and 25 percent were actively seeking work. A more recent study on Wisconsin showed 21 percent of former recipients not working and engaged in full-time training programs. Nevertheless, 5 to 10 percent more former recipients are managing to find unsubsidized jobs than under the old AFDC/JOBS program. Studies show, on average, two-thirds of former recipients having found unsubsidized work at some point since exiting the rolls, and that number occasionally reaches 87 percent. The percentage of welfare leavers working tends to vary widely by state, with Wisconsin showing especially high levels of work among TANF leavers (between 66 and 83 percent), while states like New York and Tennessee report work levels as low as 29 percent. Sanctioned former recipients appear to have a consistently more difficult time securing unsubsidized work than do other former
recipients. Nationally, only 20 to 50 percent of sanctioned leavers tend to secure employment after they exit welfare, and in Wisconsin, where work rates tend to be the highest, only 42 to 53 percent of sanctioned leavers find jobs.  

Unsubsidized Employment. Considering the array of welfare-to-work programs and support services available under the new law, we might expect individuals to be finding more promising employment opportunities when they leave the rolls than in the past. On the contrary, the Washington Post reports, “There is no reason to believe that the kinds of jobs that . . . welfare recipients are getting today are any different from the ones they have already had.” Studies show the majority of TANF leavers entering full-time jobs in food service, retail trade, sales, manufacturing, recreational services, hotels, and clerical duties. Those jobs are usually entry-level positions with few educational experience or skill requirements.

Not surprisingly, many working former recipients are not earning enough to lift themselves out of poverty through wages alone, and many current recipients still earn too little from their jobs to disqualify them for receipt of TANF benefits. An Urban Institute study of early welfare leavers found the median wage in 1997 to be $6.61—the 20th percentile of hourly wages for all workers. Twenty-five percent of the early leavers were making less than $5.29 per hour. A 1999 General Accounting Office survey found that annual earnings of former recipients ranged from $9,512 to $15,144. In addition to paying low wages, most former recipients’ jobs do not offer benefits packages. A recent study by the Committee for Economic Development finds that only around 23 percent of employed former recipients receive health care coverage through their employers. In high-employment states such as Wisconsin, only 16 percent of working TANF leavers in 1998 had employer-sponsored health insurance.

On a positive note, former recipients actually tend to stay employed longer than other low-skill minimum-wage workers. This turns out, however, to be only mild cause for celebration. After several months on the job, a large proportion of welfare leavers begins trickling off the payrolls either to return to welfare or to search for new jobs. The Urban Institute’s study of early welfare leavers found that three-quarters of employed former recipients had worked at their current jobs for less than one year, and one-third had been at their jobs for fewer than six months. Similar findings by the Committee for Economic Development suggest that, on average, fewer than 25 percent of former recipients manage to stay in their jobs for an entire year.

More important than former recipients’ tenure at their first jobs after welfare, however, is their ability to use this experience to stay off welfare and to gradually move upward within the labor market. Unfortunately, TANF leavers’ current jobs, as well as the numerous support services and initiatives that states offer, are failing to equip many with the skills, experience, and opportunities needed to obtain more responsible and better-paying positions and to become increasingly self-sufficient. On the one hand, current research on upward mobility under the new law does show modest signs of TANF leavers’ earnings increasing over time. Eight state studies funded by the HHS report steady increases in former recipients’ earnings in every location over the course of the year following exit. On the other hand, however, there is little indication that these earnings increases are helping former recipients to make significant advances toward self-reliance. Despite the evidence of some wage growth over time, earnings of former recipients remain low. In addition, access to employer-provided benefits appears to increase only modestly over time. The Committee for Economic Development speculates that the types of jobs in which TANF leavers currently work are responsible for their slow progress in the job market and continued difficulty in lifting themselves out of dependence. The key problem, the com-
mittee notes in a recent report, is that few former recipients’ jobs offer opportunities for training and advancement.\(^5\)

Subsidized or Supported Employment. As we have seen, many individuals engaged in “work activities” under the new law are still in the process of making their way into unsubsidized jobs. Various types of supported work schemes to help individuals advance into unsubsidized employment have emerged since states began experimenting with welfare reform, and the results have been mixed at best.

Despite some disappointing outcomes before welfare reform, the new legislation channels a hefty amount of taxpayer funds into welfare-to-work programs. In the four years since enactment of the new law, nearly $9 billion has been expended on work-support programs for current and former recipients.\(^6\) Welfare-to-work initiatives are supported under the new law by money from states’ TANF block grants, state and local treasuries, a new welfare-to-work tax credit for employers of long-term welfare recipients, and the so-called welfare-to-work (WtW) grants program. The sorts of initiatives currently operating with the help of WtW grant money include wage subsidies in the public and private sectors, on-the-job training, job-readiness services, vouchers for job-readiness, placement and postemployment services, community service and work experience, and job-retention and supportive services. As of September 1999, WtW grants were flowing to about 700 local programs in 28 states and territories at a cost of $2 billion annually. At this funding level, the WtW grants program alone allocates nearly $1 billion more each year to welfare-to-work than was spent by both the federal and state governments together on welfare-to-work in 1996 under the JOBS program.\(^7\)

Current calls for even greater investment in welfare-to-work imply that such programs have so far proven effective in alleviating welfare dependence. Republicans, in particular, have advocated expanding welfare-to-work and finding methods to increase enrollment in those programs. Yet, on some measures, welfare-to-work appears to be generating few or even negative results. Often, it is simply impossible to know the extent of programs’ effectiveness because former participants are not tracked and studied.

In fairness, recent studies of welfare-to-work programs indicate that they can have positive impacts on maternal psychological well-being, parent-child interaction, and children’s home environments when the family environment is already relatively healthy.\(^8\) Already volatile families and previously troubled mothers, on the other hand, notes the Urban Institute, tend to respond especially poorly to the new welfare-to-work programs. In troubled homes, such initiatives have produced negative impacts on maternal depression and stress levels and exacerbated already unhealthy circumstances.\(^9\) The Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation has noted, moreover, that most individuals who do succeed in securing employment after participation in such programs end up in low-paying jobs with few benefits, have high turnover rates, and remain in poverty. Overall, welfare-to-work has not shown much success in advancing self-sufficiency and reducing welfare receipt.\(^10\)

Workfare, employer subsidies, and supplemental earnings programs are among the broadly implemented yet questionable strategies being used to encourage responsible behavior and unsubsidized employment among current and former recipients. Fans of workfare believe that unpaid work in return for a welfare check is an effective way of advancing self-sufficiency and making recipients into responsible, work-oriented individuals. In truth, such programs have been largely unsuccessful at realizing either of those objectives. The Welfare Information Network notes that numerous studies have shown that unpaid work “in almost every case did not result in increased earnings or steady employment for participants.”\(^11\) New York City’s Work Experience Program, currently the largest workfare program in the country, has achieved notoriously poor results in equipping participants with marketable skills and

Overall, welfare-to-work has not shown much success in advancing self-sufficiency and reducing welfare receipt.
helping them to find full-time unsubsidized employment. In return for cash benefits, participants are put to work cleaning parks, sweeping streets, answering phones, and rubbing graffiti off walls. Not surprisingly, in 1998 fewer than one-tenth of the 125,000 people who had passed through the program had reported finding permanent jobs, and nearly two-thirds had left the program and given up benefits without any indication of employment.

For those capable of more than unpaid community service but lacking in work experience, education, or certain basic skills, states have encouraged subsidized employment as a path to full-time, unsubsidized work. “Wage-based community service” or “supported work” jobs involve time-limited work at a private, public, or nonprofit organization in return for taxable wages that are funded through diversion of individuals’ welfare grants. Participants are generally paid minimum wage, qualify for the Earned Income Tax Credit, participate in training activities, and have access to comprehensive support services, including child care and transportation. Most programs also provide participants with a mentor or job counselor to facilitate transition to unsubsidized employment. On-the-job training subsidies and employer tax credits are also available to employers to encourage the hiring of current and former recipients, which will supposedly lead to full-time unsubsidized work and upward mobility. Some of states’ more noteworthy subsidized employment initiatives under the new welfare law include Wisconsin Works’ Trial Jobs, Florida’s WAGES Work Supplementation, Chicago’s Project Match, San Francisco’s Wage-Based Community Service Pilot, and Philadelphia@Work. Additional well-known organizational approaches to subsidized work include Goodwill Industries of Southern California and Marriott International’s Pathways to Independence.

Although anecdotal evidence of successful job placements through those programs abounds, on the whole, subsidized work as a route to unsubsidized employment appears to be only mildly successful with a limited group of participants. Most grant diversion programs are characterized by low enrollment due to both employers’ reluctance to hire current and former recipients and to a meager client base. In its examination of Work First strategies in five states, for instance, the Urban Institute found that employers refrained from offering subsidized work because of both the administrative burden and the stigma attached to hiring welfare recipients.

More important, only a small group of current and former recipients is likely to take advantage of subsidized work. On the one hand, the Urban Institute discovered that “those who were good candidates for subsidized employment generally could find (and preferred) unsubsidized jobs.” On the other hand, the long-term dependent individuals who are the targets of many such initiatives are often unemployable. When the Brookings Institution interviewed employers offering subsidized work, many indicated that the individuals they were serving “had such poor education and skill levels that the clients were often unable to hold even the simplest entry-level jobs. Severe and often multiple deficiencies in life skills, education, and job skills combined with unstable living arrangements and children with health problems threatened the ability of these recipients to ever become economically self-sufficient . . . many clients could work in a supported-work environment over the long term, but would have great difficulty meeting the demands of a normal private sector employer.” Particularly in an economy where jobs are plentiful, current and former recipients have divided into two categories: those working in low-paying, unskilled, unsubsidized jobs and those who face multiple barriers and either have been exempted from the work rules or are engaged in dead-end welfare activities. For the few who fall in between, subsidized work has proved moderately successful at raising earnings and job retention, but its impact on the dependent population remains relatively limited.
A final and increasingly popular strategy for moving people from welfare to work is supplemental earnings programs. These initiatives use an array of state supports to encourage individuals to work. Such supports include anything from child care to transportation assistance to mentoring to continuation of cash benefits for a specified time period while the recipient is working full-time. A number of supplemental earnings programs have been tested, and many continue to operate around the country. Milwaukee’s highly publicized New Hope program, tested between 1994 and 1997, guaranteed low-income, full-time working participants an income above the poverty line and access to subsidized child care, health insurance, and, if necessary, a paid community service job. Minnesota’s Family Investment Program, piloted in seven counties between 1994 and 1998, gave participants who were working full-time the opportunity to continue receiving some portion of their benefits checks until their incomes reached 140 percent of the poverty level (in contrast to the old AFDC program that withdrew the entire check when earnings reached 85 percent of the poverty level). Current participants in Chicago’s Project Match who work at least 25 hours per week continue to receive partial cash assistance, as well as mentoring, individualized employment plans, and a range of follow-up services.

It is not at all surprising that participants report gains in earnings and employment and decreased receipt of benefits while on supplemental earnings programs. Those results, however predictable and obvious, are what evaluators are citing as evidence of “success.” Progress should instead be measured according to whether the programs are giving individuals a more solid foundation from which to achieve self-sufficiency when the program ends. Unfortunately, there exists little, if any, information about what happens to participants after their supplemental earnings expire. Few studies examine whether individuals manage to remain out of poverty and are able to stay employed and off the rolls. Given costs like the $7,200 per participant for Milwaukee’s New Hope, we need to ask whether supplemental earnings programs are merely increasing the welfare burden and extending the life of benefits or are, in fact, generating long-term savings and independence among participants. As a skeptical Robert Rector warned about Minnesota’s program, “The financial incentives in Minnesota’s plan ultimately could harm beneficiaries by perpetuating welfare dependence.”

The evidence also suggests that the people who manage to reap benefits from programs like New Hope tend to be participants who have few obstacles to overcome. Enrollees often participate voluntarily and express the desire and have the ability to work full-time. Thus, even if we were to obtain evidence that most participants moved into self-sufficiency after expiration of their supplemental benefits, we would have to wonder if those people, the cream of the crop, would have achieved the same results on their own without the added supports.

The lessons are still coming in about what does and does not work in helping individuals to move from welfare to work. The fact that we do not fully know the effects of current programs, combined with the fact that many of today’s efforts were notoriously ineffective before welfare reform, should make policymakers wary of increased investment in and expansion of welfare-to-work as a strategy for self-sufficiency under the new law.

Nonemployment

When policymakers boast of welfare reform’s successes, they rarely mention either the 30 to 40 percent of former recipients who do not manage to find work after leaving the rolls or the 25 percent whom studies have found have no working member in their family.

Most studies provide only limited information about the circumstances of and reasons for failure to find work after welfare. The data that do exist indicate that the most common reasons for staying out of work include lack of access to jobs or work supports, inability to find jobs that pay enough,
lack of child care, lack of transportation or distance from available jobs, involvement in nonwork activities, caring responsibilities at home, school, lack of need or desire to work (possibly because of receipt of other types of benefits), and illness or injury. Without jobs, most former recipients are forced to depend on less-reliable sources of income such as the earnings of a working spouse or partner, Social Security, Supplemental Security Income (disability) benefits, unemployment compensation, child support, and other government supports such as food stamps. Most are no closer to self-sufficiency than when they were receiving cash assistance. A number have simply transferred to another cash benefit program but are formally considered “off welfare.” In the Urban Institute’s study of individuals who departed the rolls between 1995 and 1997, for instance, 23 percent reported that they or a family member were currently receiving Supplemental Security Income (SSI). A recent Wisconsin study showed an astounding 47 percent of nonworking former recipients receiving some amount of SSI. Though those figures do not generally reveal the extent to which the other forms of government assistance constitute a primary means of support for TANF leavers, they do indicate that a significant proportion of nonemployed former recipients remains at least partially trapped in a cycle of dependence.

Summary

It is dangerous to draw conclusions about welfare reform’s success from numbers alone. The same hazard exists when it comes to post-welfare outcomes. Knowing, for instance, that a large proportion of former recipients eventually ends up working tells us nothing about the types of jobs they are getting and whether such employment is proving to be a path out of dependence. Focusing attention exclusively on working TANF leavers also obscures the fact that one-third of former recipients do not enter the labor market.

In examining the work activities of current and former recipients, we see that a significant number of those who are “active” are not employed but are instead engaged in education or training, or are merely seeking work. Many of those individuals are in work experience programs that offer few opportunities to gain meaningful skills and lead few participants into unsubsidized employment. Other recipients are engaged in job initiatives that offer artificial earnings supplements but show little evidence of helping to increase self-sufficiency after the program ends.

On a positive note, more former recipients are managing to secure unsubsidized employment than did under AFDC, yet their jobs continue to be the same low-skilled, low-paying, no-benefits jobs secured by their predecessors. Moreover, few manage to keep their jobs for an entire year, and few are given opportunities for advancement.

Worst off are the 30 to 40 percent of former recipients who are not engaged in any form of work activity. Most of those people continue to rely heavily on other means-tested government programs for support.

The Self-Sufficiency Challenge

Simply getting people off the rolls and into work, as we have started to see, does not necessarily imply real self-sufficiency of former recipients. As one caseworker puts it: “If success is measured in a decreasing number of public assistance cases, then welfare reform is certainly succeeding. But if success is measured in client self-sufficiency, then the experience of my caseload suggests we have a way to go.”

A telling measure of whether or not welfare reform is causing more individuals to become self-reliant is the extent to which former recipients are able to meet their basic needs without having to depend on additional governmental assistance. As the Urban Institute asks, “To what extent do . . . leavers rely on work and earnings to support themselves?” Unprecedented numbers of recipients have left welfare for work in the days since enactment of welfare reform, but it appears
that very few of those individuals are relying on their own wages and family earnings alone for subsistence. In 1999 the nation spent $80 billion on the Earned Income Tax Credit and other benefits like child care for low-income workers. Former recipients make up a significant proportion of the beneficiaries of such spending. The Urban Institute found that, in the first three months off welfare, two-thirds of leavers report use of one or more of the following: child care assistance, Medicaid, emergency aid, assistance with transportation, and assistance in meeting other work expenses. Similarly, a multistate study performed by researchers at the Institute for Research on Poverty at the University of Wisconsin, Madison, shows that around two-thirds of leavers receive some type of benefit in their first year after leaving welfare.

To a growing number of critics, self-sufficiency of former recipients is little more than an illusion. The array of supplemental benefits available to leavers of welfare, in particular, seems to suggest that the new law has succeeded merely in creating a sort of “working” welfare state. As one frustrated observer puts it, “Replacing one open-ended entitlement with another does not serve self-sufficiency, welfare reform’s real goal.”

A look at five categories of supplemental assistance provides important insights into how those forms of government “welfare” are perpetuating former recipients’ entanglement with the public safety net.

**Medicaid**

After exiting the rolls, a substantial portion of former recipients satisfy their health care needs through Medicaid and the Children’s Health Insurance Program; comparatively few are self-insured or covered by their employers. Ideally, if self-sufficiency is the goal, individuals will be moving away from reliance on government-funded health care toward reliance on private insurance after they exit the welfare rolls.

Medicaid has been made widely available to former recipients under the new law as part of welfare reformers’ multifaceted effort to “makework pay.” By “delinking” Medicaid from eligibility for TANF, the new law has made it possible for individuals to continue receiving government health insurance outside the cash assistance system. In addition, the new law permits families who were receiving Medicaid on welfare, but whose incomes disqualify them for Medicaid after they exit the rolls, to continue receiving transitional Medicaid assistance (TMA) for up to 12 months. Families lose their eligibility for TMA when there is no longer a dependent child in the home, they fail to pay premiums or to report their income quarterly, the caretaker recipient has no earnings, or the family’s average gross monthly earnings, minus child care costs, exceed 185 percent of the poverty level. The states, however, have tended to take a more liberal approach and have suspended or relaxed many of the eligibility criteria for TMA.

States vary widely with regard to the proportion of former welfare recipients continuing to claim Medicaid. Between 1995 and 1997, for instance, from 4 to 94 percent of all former recipients made Medicare claims. A number of states on the lower end of this spectrum report that welfare leavers are failing to claim the Medicaid benefits for which they are eligible. Since enactment of the new law, Medicaid claims have declined sharply. As Figure 7 shows, between 1995 and 1997, 12 states experienced declines of 10 percent or more, and only 4 states saw Medicaid enrollment increase by more than 5 percent. Among children, Medicaid receipt declined by almost 10 percent between 1996 and 1999, although there remain more children of former TANF families receiving Medicaid coverage than heads of families.

If the former TANF families who are failing to claim Medicaid were doing so because they had secured alternative forms of health coverage, then the news of underclaims would be welcome. A significant body of research, however, suggests that increasing self-sufficiency is not the primary reason for former recipients’ failure to sign on to

Unprecedented numbers of recipients have left welfare for work in the days since enactment of welfare reform, but it appears that very few of those individuals are relying on their own wages and family earnings alone for subsistence.
Increasing self-sufficiency is not the primary reason for former recipients' failure to sign on to Medicaid. More commonly, TANF leavers have responded in surveys that they were unaware that they could work full-time, not claim TANF benefits, and still receive Medicaid; eligibility rules were too complex; caseworkers did not inform them of their eligibility for Medicaid; there were too many administrative hassles and requirements; the separate application procedure was a burden; or there was too much of a stigma attached to Medicaid receipt.

The Medicaid claims of people who receive Medicaid after leaving welfare tend to decrease sharply over time. Studies show that, whereas the percentage of TANF leavers claiming Medicaid increases throughout the first year after exit, it drops threefold between individuals' first and third year off welfare. Falling claims, however, as Figure 8 shows, do not necessarily indicate that individuals are replacing dependence on the government with reliance on the private sector. “Over time” the HHS notes, “as eligibility for Medicaid expires, more clients rely on private insurance. However, more also go uninsured.”

**Food Stamps and Nutrition**

Another important measure of self-sufficiency is whether individuals are becoming self-reliant in terms of meeting their nutritional needs after leaving the rolls. Studies show that, on average, one-half of former recipients rely on food stamps. While sizable, that figure represents around a one-third decline in the number of food stamp claimants since January 1996 (Figure 9), suggesting that perhaps more individuals are coming to rely on themselves to meet their basic nutritional needs.

In fact, many people who are no longer
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**Figure 7**

Changes in Medicaid Enrollment, 1995–97


Note: GAO was unable to obtain comparable Medicaid enrollment data for the District of Columbia, Rhode Island, and West Virginia.
claiming food stamps have become ineligible because of increased earnings or a new job. According to a recently released report by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, around one-third of the decline in the food stamp rolls that has occurred since states began experimenting with welfare reform is attributable to changing economic conditions and individuals’ escaping poverty. Similarly, the GAO reported last year that employment was the primary cause of falling food stamp claims. As the Urban Institute has pointed out, however, there also exists a sizable group of former recipients who, on the basis of their earnings levels, have retained eligibility for food stamps yet are failing to claim them.

Some studies note that some potential recipients are unaware of their eligibility for food stamps, and others cite administrative problems and hassles as a major deterrent to potential food stamp claimants. In response, policymakers have been brainstorming ways to increase enrollment in the food stamp program. If they are successful, we are likely to witness increased dependence on this part of the safety net in years to come.

Housing Assistance
Difficulties with housing after welfare are common among TANF leavers. Given their low earnings, it is not surprising that a number of families continue to rely on public housing assistance after they exit the rolls. Information on the percentage of TANF leavers turning to the government for help with housing is scarce and comes mainly from individual state studies. We know, for instance, that around 25 percent of former recipients depend on housing assistance in states like Wisconsin. TANF leavers’ reliance on rent subsidies or public housing, however, can provide only an indication of the extent to which individuals are failing to become independent in this area because of the limited availability of housing assistance. The fact that studies tend to show between one-third and one-half of former recipients experiencing problems with housing and utilities indicates that individuals’ inability to access housing assistance is likely to continue to be a significant barrier to their independence.

Policymakers have been brainstorming ways to increase enrollment in the food stamp program. If they are successful, we are likely to witness increased dependence on this part of the safety net in years to come.
to meet such needs independently is more pervasive than the reliance on public subsidies would suggest. What surfaces, as a result, appears to be another major deficiency on an important measure of self-sufficiency.

Child Care Subsidies

A fourth need that many former recipients are failing to satisfy independent of the public safety net is child care. Studies show, on average, 30 to 50 percent of welfare leavers relying on public child care subsidies. Dependence on child care benefits varies widely across the country, however, with as few as 13 percent receiving subsidies in Connecticut and as many as 70 percent claiming assistance in states like Florida. Much of the reason for the variation has to do with differences in the availability of subsidies, access to alternative informal care, and the cost of both formal and informal care. As the HHS emphasizes, “There are differences in how states have earmarked and allocated funding for child care, which will contribute to differences in the local supply of care that is affordable and available.”

Greater demand for child care due to increased employment is a development worth celebrating. Dependence on the government as chief supplier of child care, however, represents stagnation in moving individuals out of dependence. While the half of former recipients, on average, who are relying on government to finance their child care may be less entangled in the welfare system than they were when they were receiving cash assistance, it is important to recognize that those individuals have still not achieved independence of the public safety net.

Earned Income Tax Credit

The recently expanded Earned Income Tax Credit, in addition to the supplemental benefits detailed above, plays a measurable role in raising the incomes of former welfare recipients who are working. Whereas families with two or more children were receiving tax credits of 17 percent on earned income up to
$7,140 in 1991, by 1997 such families were eligible for tax credits of 40 percent on earnings up to $9,140. That expansion of the EITC thus allows many former recipient families with two or more children to increase their incomes by almost $4,000. All in all, notes the Urban Institute, the EITC is responsible for well over half the income gain enjoyed by families who move from part-time to full-time minimum-wage work. In addition to the federal EITC, many states also offer their own supplementary EITCs. By the end of 1999, the Center for Budget and Policy Priorities reports, 11 states were offering EITCs based on the federal credit.

Summary

When policymakers spoke of “ending welfare as we know it” in 1996, they had far more in mind than simply shrinking welfare rolls. The long-term aim of the bill was to end the country’s dependence problem by getting recipients into jobs and on the path to self-sufficiency. What we see four years later, unfortunately, bears less resemblance to self-sufficiency than to continued entanglement with the system in the form of “supplemental welfare dependence.”

Very few former recipients know true self-sufficiency under the new law. Most rely on some form of means-tested government assistance to help them meet their medical, food, housing, or child care needs. The incomes of most working welfare leavers, moreover, are supplemented by generous federal and state EITCs. Overall, few can say they have surpassed the need for state aid, and, down the road, predicts the Upjohn Institute at the University of Michigan, “former welfare recipients will continue to need government income supplements if they are to support their family at incomes above the poverty line.” Observers of welfare reform too often believe that TANF leavers are becoming self-reliant because they are earning more and having their needs met. In a more thoughtful assessment of welfare reform, we have to ask, What have we achieved in the war on dependence if those needs are continuing to be satisfied by reliance on the public safety net?

Worse for the Wear: Are Families Better Off after Welfare?

Advocates for the poor warned before enactment of PRWORA, and cite growing evidence since the law went into effect, that welfare reform actually makes low-income individuals worse off by removing the entitlement to cash benefits. Critics have attempted to link changes in the welfare law with increases in poverty, homelessness, hunger, loss of health insurance, and decreases in the general well-being of low-income individuals and their families.

If such criticisms are valid, then policymakers will have not only failed to help former recipients become self-reliant but will have achieved the very opposite by making individuals worse off after welfare. Part of the motivation behind the 1996 law was to remove the perverse disincentives built into the system that encouraged people to enter and stay on welfare and to replace those disincentives with a new system of incentives to seek work rather than assistance. What critics are asserting is that, in fact, “work does not pay” for many who exit the system.

The evidence reveals that the new law has made moderate progress in eliminating the disincentive to leave welfare. Most former recipients have maintained or increased their general well-being in moving from welfare to work.

Financial Well-Being

Advocates for the poor predicted before welfare reform that tightening eligibility rules and cutting people from the rolls would cause dramatic increases in poverty among low-income families. The advocates reasoned that people would not be able to compensate for their loss of cash benefits because they had no—or low-paying—jobs. In addition, the advocates predicted that leavers would experience increased financial hardship as the result of the loss of noncash benefits such as food stamps and Medicaid.

However, a majority of former recipients have managed to secure employment after
leaving welfare, the earnings of most are subsidized by a generous combination of state and federal EITCs, and few have lost their eligibility for noncash benefits. Given that, it is hardly surprising that poverty has continued to fall every year since welfare reform was enacted.\textsuperscript{109}

With the help of a booming economy, more than 2 million individuals were able to rise out of poverty between 1996 and 1998.\textsuperscript{110} Dependent single mothers and their children account heavily for this decline. Between 1993 and 1998, the poverty rate for female-headed families with children fell from 46 to 39 percent,\textsuperscript{111} and by 1998, as Figure 10 shows, the child poverty rate was the lowest it had been in nearly 20 years.\textsuperscript{112} Perhaps most notable, the number of black children in poverty has fallen since enactment of welfare reform at the greatest rate ever recorded.\textsuperscript{113}

In examining changes in poverty since passage of the new law, the Committee for Economic Development concludes, “There is little indication that welfare reform has made the problem worse.”\textsuperscript{114} As numerous studies have shown, an array of supplemental benefits, the increased minimum wage, and an expanded EITC make work a more attractive option than it was under AFDC. The Wall Street Journal points out:

The new work-support system means that mothers who take minimum-wage jobs are far better off than mothers on welfare. Even under the official definition, poverty has been declining since 1994—the year the great exodus from welfare began. But this definition does not count most of the benefits provided to workers through the new work-support system. If we use a Census Bureau measure that counts these benefits, we find striking evidence that welfare reform is reducing poverty more than ever before.\textsuperscript{115}

The extent to which former recipients appear to profit in moving from welfare to work depends on what benefits researchers choose to include when calculating the welfare benefits package. Studies that take into account only cash assistance and food stamps, such as a recent GAO review of seven states, suggest that
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**Figure 10**

Child Poverty Rate (percentage)
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Note: The child poverty rate is based on income that includes social insurance, cash assistance, food and housing benefits, and EITC, less federal taxes.
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Between 1993 and 1998, the poverty rate for female-headed families with children fell from 46 to 39 percent, and by 1998, the child poverty rate was the lowest it had been in nearly 20 years.
former recipients’ earnings alone often exceed their TANF benefits packages. Other studies, such as one conducted by the Cato Institute, indicate that the gap between an individual’s wages on and off welfare is not nearly as impressive when the entire welfare benefits package is taken into account. In fact, when the typical welfare package, including cash benefits, food stamps, Medicaid, public housing, nutrition assistance, and utility assistance is considered, recipients in most states would have to be making more than $8 an hour (and significantly more than that in a handful of states) to be doing better in work than on welfare.

Nevertheless, while most working former recipients are not earning the cash equivalent of their full welfare packages as calculated by the Cato Institute, the majority are able to supplement their incomes from work with the EITC and an array of noncash benefits. As the Urban Institute has shown, in all states a woman increases her income if she leaves welfare for full-time work at a minimum-wage job—so long as she receives other supplemental benefits for which she is eligible, including food stamps, Medicaid, child care subsidies, and the EITC.

The people who fare the worst under the new law tend to be nonworking families who have had their cash assistance reduced or removed; both working and nonworking families who, for one reason or another, are not claiming the supplemental assistance available to them; and families moving off welfare into unemployment or low-wage jobs in high-benefit states. It is, without question, tragic that some of the worst-off families have seen their situations deteriorate in recent years. That trend, however, does not necessarily imply the failure of welfare reform. Welfare reformers’ promise, after all, has been to “make work pay,” as well as to continue to support those who cannot engage in work activities. For those who are complying with the new requirements and taking advantage of the supports offered by the new system, that promise is largely being realized.

**Individual and Family Hardship**

For the bulk of former recipients who are employed and using the work supports offered by the new law, the experience of both financial and psychological hardship should have become less familiar. As the Washington Post put it, the new welfare rules “have magnified the strengths of those who were strongly motivated and able to take advantage of new programs. For this group with the psychological stamina to push themselves, the new system has provided job training, child care, and other resources.”

Surveys of former recipients indicate that quality of life for those who are working and receiving supplemental benefits has, at the least, not deteriorated or has improved since leaving welfare. Studies by Wisconsin and South Carolina show a majority of TANF leavers disagreeing with the statement “life was better when you were on welfare,” and nearly 70 percent in Wisconsin agreeing that “getting a job was easier than living on welfare.” Quality-of-life surveys also show more positive responses from former recipients who are engaged in full-time, year-round—as opposed to part-time or irregular—work. Such individuals, as a University of Michigan study shows, experience fewer increases in financial hardship after leaving the rolls and tend to feel more hopeful about their future well-being.

The families and children of most working leavers also appear to be no “worse for the wear” since exiting the rolls. Many critics predicted that increased stress, lower incomes, and more parental time away from home would cause former welfare families to disintegrate. The GAO reviewed data gathered by seven states and discovered that, in fact, such fears had not been realized for the majority. It found little evidence of increased abuse or neglect that had led to involvement with child protective services or placement of children in foster care, or both. As the Urban Institute observes, “Children in certain subgroups will benefit from welfare reform to the extent that new policies succeed in moving parents into jobs and increasing economic resources for families, bringing about greater and more positive father involvement (both economic and social) in children’s lives; placing children in care settings that are safe, stimulating, and supportive; and reducing family size.”

In all states a woman increases her income if she leaves welfare for full-time work at a minimum-wage job—so long as she receives other supplemental benefits for which she is eligible.
Table 2
Odds of Child Mistreatment Allegations by Sanction Status

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Child</th>
<th>Probability of No Sanction in 12/95</th>
<th>Probability of Sanction in 12/95</th>
<th>Ratio (sanction/no sanction)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lack of supervision</td>
<td>0.0085</td>
<td>0.0156</td>
<td>1.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk of harm</td>
<td>0.0065</td>
<td>0.0112</td>
<td>1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical abuse</td>
<td>0.0042</td>
<td>0.0059</td>
<td>1.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual abuse</td>
<td>0.0024</td>
<td>0.0032</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental neglect</td>
<td>0.0047</td>
<td>0.0059</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parental substance abuse</td>
<td>0.0049</td>
<td>0.0056</td>
<td>1.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other neglect</td>
<td>0.0019</td>
<td>0.0021</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


A certain subgroup of former recipient families is, however, experiencing increased overall hardship since exiting the rolls. As the Washington Post puts it, “New welfare rules have exacerbated the problems of families whose lives were already chaotic... The same regulations that are pushing some families toward self-sufficiency are causing other, more troubled families to unravel.”

Families whose benefits have been terminated and who are afflicted by substance abuse, mental illness, domestic violence, or physical illness appear to be most at risk after leaving the rolls. Incomes of families in sanctioned families are usually the worst off because of the maternal stress and decreased economic resources that often follow termination of benefits.

Some of the most notable hardships encountered by the families that are the worst off after leaving the rolls include increased domestic violence and child abuse and neglect. As usual, sanctioned TANF leavers appear to be most at risk. As an Illinois study finds, sanctioned families’ odds of having a child placed with the state welfare agency are reportedly 53 percent higher than for other former TANF families. The quantified effects of sanctions on child well-being, as calculated by the Joint Center for Poverty Research, are given in Table 2. Other studies cite increasing domestic violence as a result of women being forced off the rolls and returning with their children to battering husbands and boyfriends.

**Satisfaction of Basic Needs**

Most former TANF recipients remain dependent on the public safety net to meet their basic needs. It is precisely because of continued dependence on both the government and an alternative array of family and community supports, however, that most are likely to be meeting their needs as well as or better than they did as recipients of welfare.

Health Care. Former recipients’ Medicaid claims since enactment of welfare reform have been decreasing dramatically without a corresponding increase in enrollment in private or employer-provided health insurance. The result is that most studies show the percentage of leavers who lack health coverage after welfare at around 40 to 45 percent. Access to health insurance also appears to deteriorate in the short to medium term. Between the first and third year off the rolls, the number of former recipients

**Most former TANF recipients remain dependent on the public safety net to meet their basic needs.**
enrolled in Medicaid declines threefold, while the number of those who are uninsured doubles. How has decreased access to health insurance after leaving the rolls played out in terms of the actual physical health of former recipients? Does increased lack of insurance really mean that TANF leavers are worse off? In the absence of up-to-date figures on changes in the health of former recipients, it is tempting to assume that the large percentage of former recipients who lack health insurance implies deteriorating health since enactment of welfare reform. In fact, numerous economic analyses have shown that, contrary to popular belief, being uninsured does not necessarily correlate with lack of access to health care, nor with poor physical health. Poor physical health is largely the result of not being able to obtain needed medical services, and there is little reason to believe that the uninsured are any worse off than the insured in terms of access to critical care. Nearly every state requires state or local governments, or both, to provide care for the indigent and uninsured, and federal law requires hospitals treating Medicare patients to accept all patients with emergency health problems. Generally higher levels of spending on health care and greater use of services by individuals with insurance does not, in fact, imply better health. As John Goodman and Gerald Musgrave point out, “The amount of medical care that people consume varies with the out-of-pocket price they have to pay, often with no effect on health.” Given such information, as well as the absence of data on changes in the health status of former recipients, there is no basis for concluding that TANF leavers are worse off in terms of physical health simply because an increasing number lack insurance.

Food. Since enactment of welfare reform, critics have routinely blamed the new law for increasing hunger and food shortages among former recipients. Are people truly worse off after they leave the rolls when it comes to their food and nutritional needs, and is the new welfare law responsible for those difficulties? Two ways researchers have attempted to assess changes in former recipients’ ability to satisfy their basic food needs have been to examine whether there is increased reporting of general difficulties in this area since the former welfare recipients left the rolls and whether more former recipients are having to turn to food pantries and other community resources for emergency food assistance. Both measures prove to be inadequate gauges of whether former recipients have been made worse off by welfare reform.

Critics of the new law cite surveys, such as those conducted in South Carolina and Wisconsin, that suggest that TANF leavers may be encountering more food problems, mainly as a result of failure to claim the food stamps for which they qualify. Those two studies paint a picture of an emerging crisis by noting that, for instance, when former recipients were asked “Was there ever a time when you could not buy food?” the number responding “yes” increased 3 percentage points in South Carolina and 10 percentage points in Wisconsin after respondents left the welfare rolls. The danger in using the results from such studies to generalize about the well-being of the entire former recipients population is that respondents to those surveys tend to be self-selecting and the surveys therefore overrepresentative of a certain highly afflicted segment of welfare leavers. There exists little in the way of a comprehensive, scientific examination of this issue as it applies to leavers of welfare under the new law.

Another indication cited by critics that former recipients have been made worse off is the reported increase in requests for emergency food assistance since enactment of welfare reform. Between 1997 and 1998, the U.S. Conference of Mayors noted an average 14 percent increase in requests for emergency food assistance in more than two-thirds of the cities it studied, and Catholic Charities found an average 38 percent increase in requests for such assistance among nearly three-quarters of the parishes it surveyed in 1998. Overall, what this and data from USDA indicate, notes the GAO, is that the demand for food assistance by low-income—presumably, former-recipient—families has increased over the last few years. Critics use these figures to seduce us into believing that welfare reform, by making more people turn to food pantries, has led to a hunger crisis among former
recipients. The misguided premise here is that decreased dependence on the public safety net and increased reliance on private charity imply greater suffering. In truth, there is good reason to believe, given private charities’ consistently documented effectiveness in delivering social services, that many individuals who have left food stamps for food pantries under the new law are, in fact, having their needs more adequately met.

To the extent that leavers’ increased difficulties in meeting basic food and nutritional needs can legitimately be documented, there exists little basis for faulting the new welfare law. Eligibility for the food stamp program is in no way linked to eligibility for cash benefits, indicating that efforts to cut individuals from the rolls should have little effect on their ability to claim food stamps and meet their basic food needs. In light of this, there are several alternative explanations for increased reports of hunger and need for emergency assistance. One, already mentioned, is that individuals are failing to claim the food stamp assistance for which they are eligible. Another provocative explanation for increased visits to food pantries, however, may simply be that emergency food assistance has become more available in recent years, particularly now that the welfare law encourages government support for private-sector and faith-based delivery of such services.

Finally, numbers may appear higher if data collection has become more aggressive over the last few years in response to interest in tracking the effects of the new welfare legislation.

Housing. Advocates for the poor have suggested that, like hunger, homelessness has been exacerbated by welfare reform. They cite rising numbers at homeless shelters and increased demands for emergency assistance as evidence of the new welfare law’s detrimental impact on the living conditions of poor families with children. Studies put the average increase in homelessness since enactment of welfare reform at between 10 and 15 percent (Figure 11). A majority of cities in at least one survey indicated that they expected requests for emergency housing assistance to continue to rise.

Some observers, such as the National Coalition for the Homeless, have identified

---

Figure 11
Percentage Increase in Requests for Emergency Shelter, 1998–99

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Percentage Increase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trenton</td>
<td>-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Paul</td>
<td>-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt Lake City</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norfolk</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miami</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas City</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charleston</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burlington</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Paul</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trenton</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Antonio</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt Lake City</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norfolk</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miami</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas City</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charleston</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burlington</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Note: Study does not provide data for Charlotte, Nashville, and New Orleans.
poverty as a result of low wages and cuts in benefits as a primary cause of increased visits to homeless shelters. Scaled back cash benefits and tough work and sanctions policies, certain studies have suggested, are causing the living situations of some former recipients to deteriorate. As the Christian Science Monitor recently pointed out, “The biggest hike is in families with children, many of whom recently had their welfare benefits reduced or terminated.”

Such studies, however, are misleading in that they fail to reveal that homeless former recipients are frequently sanctioned leavers who face more than the ordinary number of barriers to work. This group, as we have seen, makes up a relatively small percentage of the overall population of former recipients. In general, surveys of homeless populations tend to exaggerate the extent to which former recipients are encountering increased poverty and homelessness.

More important, when TANF leavers experience housing problems, it is unlikely that welfare reform is the culprit. A major decline in the quantity of affordable housing throughout the country is perhaps the strongest explanation of the reported increases in housing problems in recent years. As a recently released HUD report shows, rents and housing prices have been consistently rising at higher rates than overall inflation (Figure 12). According to the study, the number of low-income families paying more than half their income for housing or living in dilapidated units has risen by 12 percent since 1991.

In Fairfax County, Virginia, the Homeless Oversight Committee reports that a rise in the local homeless population includes around 750 adults who have full-time jobs but can’t find housing they can afford. One of the key problems identified by the committee is a shortage of rental housing.

Finally, former recipients’ housing difficulties may be linked to a decrease in the amount of housing assistance available, as well as the number of landlords willing to accept Section 8 housing vouchers. The new welfare law itself appears to have done nothing directly to worsen the housing situations of former recipients. Most families do not lose access to housing assistance as a consequence of leaving welfare. Housing diffic-

Figure 12
Rents and House Prices Compared with Overall Inflation

ficulties after exiting the rolls are connected, not with the new welfare legislation, but with the decrease in affordable housing and rental units and the supposed shortage of housing assistance available to low-income individuals. Perhaps even more important, lack of housing assistance or unaffordable housing, or both, does not necessarily mean that individuals are becoming homeless and worse off. Many may be finding new ways to meet their housing needs, such as moving in with relatives or, in some cases, getting married.

Child Care. For working families with children, affordable, quality, and accessible child care can be one of parents’ most pressing needs. Opponents have criticized the new law for failing to adequately provide current and former recipients with access to child care so they can cope with the new work requirements. This is an area in which critics suggest families perhaps suffer most as they move from welfare to work.

Talk of a growing gap between need and provision, as well as increasing evidence of poor-quality subsidized care, has grown louder since enactment of welfare reform. The Urban Institute recently found that only 15 percent of the population of children eligible for public child care assistance was served in 1998, suggesting the existence of, as the HHS puts it, “a large gap between child care need and services.” A similar conclusion was arrived at by the GAO in a 1997 study of supply of and estimated demand for child care in four sites. In the report’s final remarks, the GAO notes: “State and local officials in the four cities and counties we reviewed regarded their current supply of known child care as inadequate for meeting even the demand they currently face for children in certain age groups, particularly for low-income populations in three of the areas reviewed. Unless the supply of known child care for certain age groups at these sites is increased, the gap between supply of known care and anticipated demand is likely to become even greater as welfare reform is fully implemented.”

Former welfare recipients constitute a significant proportion of the eligible families that fail to claim child care assistance. Studies show that while the majority of TANF leavers qualify, only between one-fifth and one-half are benefiting from subsidized child care. Advocates of expanded child care assistance suggest that much of the reason former recipients and other low-income working individuals are not taking advantage of the subsidies has to do with shortages in the types of care such individuals need. Nontraditional-hours care, infant care, special needs care, and sick-child care are among the types of licensed care for which studies say supply is outweighed by potential demand.

For families who do benefit from government-subsidized child care, the quality of care is said to be another crisis. A recent study of formal care by the University of California at Berkeley and Yale University finds that many toddlers are in low-quality care and are lagging behind in language and social development. Numerous others, the study reports, are spending hours in child care watching television or wandering aimlessly, with little interaction with their caregivers. The study concludes, “This study did find early warning signs of a child-care problem that’s going to get worse as the work requirements of the welfare laws ramp up.”

On closer inspection, however, talk of a national child care crisis for current and former welfare recipients is overblown. In the first place, the gap between supply of and demand for licensed formal care is not nearly as large as critics would have us believe. Eligibility for government assistance with child care does not necessarily imply need or desire for licensed care. Most of the studies that posit a gap do not take account of additional sources of informal, or unlicensed, care, which low-income families tend overwhelmingly to prefer and rely on. The heaviest use of “alternative” care (usually by friends or family) tends to be by parents needing infant, preschool, and nontraditional-hours care—the types of care that are supposedly in short supply in the licensed market.

Even if demand for formal care in some areas were to approach the estimates in studies such as the GAO’s, there exists no real
threat of a national supply shortage. As Darcy Olsen of the Cato Institute has shown, the number of child care providers has actually managed to keep pace with the swelling demand for child care, and, down the road, “there is no reason to believe that the child care market will be unable to adjust to accommodate more children.”

Finally, if quality of care is an issue for former welfare families, it appears to be a problem that is largely confined to users of formal, subsidized care. Again, however, most low-income families choose informal care by neighbors or relatives, and, according to the Urban Institute, 96 percent of parents are satisfied with their current child care arrangements.

Given the extensive surveying of former recipients that has taken place since enactment of welfare reform, there is little doubt that families who leave welfare for work encounter child care challenges along the way. Nevertheless, in light of Olsen’s review of findings regarding the quality and availability of child care, there is little reason to believe that the challenges families face have become any worse since enactment of the new law.

Summary

A large proportion of families who have left and managed to stay off the rolls since 1996 possess a distinct advantage over those who continue to collect TANF checks. That is reflected, first, in the fact that as the nation’s caseloads have taken a steep dive over the last four years, more people—particularly single-parent families and black children—have advanced out of poverty. Studies have shown that, combined, income from work at a minimum-wage job and supplemental supports such as food stamps, Medicaid, and child care and housing assistance allow families to enjoy a higher level of financial well-being than they did when on welfare. Since the new law allows former recipients to continue to receive means-tested noncash benefits for an unlimited period of time after they exit welfare, TANF leavers, in addition to having higher cash incomes from work, experience few new problems in accessing food, health care, housing, and child care. When questioned about their new lives off welfare, most individuals have reason to be feeling more positive about the present, and hopeful about the future, than they did when receiving cash benefits.

It is clear that any talk of the “crisis” awaiting welfare recipients when they leave the rolls is overblown. A more accurate way to put it would be to say that difficulties—very occasionally severe—are in store for those who exit the rolls who do not secure employment or claim the additional benefits for which they qualify. It is here that we most profoundly witness the new law’s limited ability to rehabilitate individuals who have fallen into dependence in the first place.

The best way to end dependence is to prevent its onset in the first place.

Back to the Beginning: Targeting the Roots of Dependence

This review of welfare reform’s progress to date has shown the new law’s limited impact on individuals already entrenched in the system. Most former recipients are no worse off—in fact, they are often better off—because of the new legislation, but only a small fraction no longer needs, or appears to be on the path to not needing, means-tested assistance. Welfare reform, as envisioned by the drafters of the 1996 law, appears incapable of fully freeing recipients from the grips of dependence. Nearly four years after enactment of PRWORA, we are left with a working welfare state that engenders a new form of dependence on supplemental assistance.

As Michael Tanner of the Cato Institute has suggested, the best way to end dependence is, not through curative efforts, but to prevent its onset in the first place. He warned in 1996 that there are serious problems with expecting hard-core, long-term welfare recipients to be able to find sufficient employment to support themselves and their families. When
we established the incentives of the current system, we may have made a Faustian bargain with those recipients. Now it may be too late to change the rules of the game. We should do whatever we can to move those people out of the system but recognize that success may be limited. It is far more important to prevent anyone new from becoming trapped in the system.\textsuperscript{160}

Welfare reformers’ efforts to slow entry into the system largely involve provisions aimed at tackling teenage and out-of-wedlock births. Those attempts, however, are being diluted by the states’ eagerness to spend more on welfare than they did before the new legislation. There is little reason for potential recipients to fear a rolling back of the safety net when, as of 1998, almost all states had increased spending per welfare family and nearly half were spending more than required by the new law.\textsuperscript{161} Of the 35 states that had increased spending by 30 percent or more per welfare family, 16 had increased spending by 50 percent or more, and 3 had actually doubled the amount spent per family.\textsuperscript{162} As the HHS has observed, “Overall, based both on the level of spending in FY 98 reported by States and on the cash assistance levels established by the States under the TANF program, there is clearly no ‘race to the bottom’ occurring.”\textsuperscript{163} The explosion in welfare spending over the last four years is a likely reason for major setbacks in efforts to reduce out-of-wedlock childbearing by young women.

**Reducing Out-of-Wedlock Births**

Having a child out of wedlock is often a precursor to a lifetime of poverty and dependence. Out-of-wedlock pregnancy, in fact, is the reason that one-third of welfare recipients end up on the rolls and is the cause of most long-term dependence.\textsuperscript{164} Studies suggest that the availability of welfare, ironically, is largely to blame for the fact that the number of out-of-wedlock births has increased by more than 600 percent and the rate of births to unmarried teenagers has quadrupled over the past four decades. As Tanner explains, “By removing the economic consequences of out-of-wedlock births, welfare has removed a major incentive to avoid them.”\textsuperscript{165} “Responsible behavior,” says Ben Wattenberg of the American Enterprise Institute, “rises in reaction to a lack of viable irresponsible economic alternatives and to the cessation of messages by governments that out-of-wedlock birth is a socially acceptable lifestyle.”\textsuperscript{166}

Welfare reformers claim to have taken illegitimacy seriously when drafting the new law. In order to continue to receive federal TANF funding, states must (1) restrict benefits to unwed teen parents under 18 who do not live at home and attend school and (2) outline how they intend to establish goals and act to prevent and reduce the number of nonmarital pregnancies—particularly those of teenagers. To further discourage teen pregnancy, the new law also allows states to institute a “family cap” that denies additional benefits to families to which more children are born while the family is receiving assistance. Finally, the new law offers bonuses to the five states that rank highest in decreasing out-of-wedlock births while also decreasing abortion.

Unfortunately, as the New York Times reports, illegitimacy is “a front on which progress has been slight if at all.”\textsuperscript{167} The new welfare law has been particularly ineffective in curbing out-of-wedlock births to teenagers—those whom lawmakers most hoped to target. Between 1993 and 1997, when states first began experimenting with welfare reform, the percentage of all births that were to unmarried teenagers (the teenage illegitimacy ratio) rose by as much as 28 percent in every state except Rhode Island.\textsuperscript{168} By 1997, in five states more than 90 percent of teen mothers were unmarried.\textsuperscript{169} Over the last few years, the percentage of all births that are to unmarried teens has continued to rise, though at a slightly slower pace.\textsuperscript{170} When the entire pool of single mothers is considered, welfare reform’s impact on
illegitimacy is even less impressive. PRWORA has had no measurable impact on the overall ratio of out-of-wedlock to married-couple births. As Figure 13 shows, after nearly doubling between 1980 and 1994, the proportion of American babies being born to unmarried women has remained relatively constant at about one-third of all births in recent years.\(^\text{171}\) The actual number of out-of-wedlock births to black women has been declining, but that trend began in 1989, before the states and the federal government began enacting welfare reform measures, and the percentage of illegitimate births to black women has remained steady.\(^\text{172}\)

Reducing Teen Pregnancy
Like unwed motherhood, teenage pregnancy is strongly linked with subsequent welfare dependence. More than three-quarters of unwed teen mothers end up on welfare before their children reach school age.\(^\text{173}\) In recognition of the relationship between teen pregnancy and dependence, the new welfare law, in addition to requiring unmarried teen mothers to stay at home and remain in school, contains several provisions aimed specifically at pregnancy prevention. PRWORA allocates $50 million annually to abstinence education, requires establishment of national teen pregnancy prevention goals, and mandates that at least 25 percent of U.S. communities have teen pregnancy prevention programs in place. The HHS recently claimed, “The strategy sends the strongest possible message to all teens that postponing sexual activity, staying in school, and preparing for work are the right things to do.”\(^\text{174}\)

Has this message worked its magic? Welfare reformers can hardly contain their excitement over recent dramatic declines in the teen birth rate (Figure 14), as well as in the number of second births to teenage mothers. Inspection of those figures, however, reveals more modest progress in reducing births to teenagers, a dubious connection between the downward trend and specific provisions of the new welfare law, and sobering evidence that illegitimate births to teens remain an inexorable challenge.

Progress in reducing the number of births to teens has been less impressive than national figures tend to convey. Critics note, for instance, inconsistent (and often lagging)
progress among the states. Child Trends points out that whereas Vermont has reduced teen pregnancy to 11 births per 1,000 teens, states like Mississippi lag behind at 58 births per 1,000 teens.175

Supporters of the new welfare law also cite the decline in the percentage of teenage mothers who have second children as evidence that the welfare law has succeeded in dissuading those women from having more children. The supporters note, for instance, that the percentage of teenage mothers going on to have a second child decreased between 1993 and 1997. What critics say they fail to point out, however, is that, two years into welfare reform, the number of teenage mothers who had second pregnancies began to level off at around 22 percent and has shown no further sign of inching downward.176

The declines in teen pregnancy that have occurred, however, certainly represent progress over the last decade. Nevertheless, several facts cast doubt on the relationship between this hopeful trend and welfare reform. First, note critics, the impressive downward trend in the teen pregnancy rate began long before welfare reform measures were instituted. Second, while the thrust of the new law’s attack on teen pregnancy has been abstinence education, much of the decline in teen pregnancies, says Child Trends’ Jennifer Manlove, is attributable to increased use of injectible contraceptives. She points out: “There has been little rigorous research on the effectiveness of abstinence-only programs. Consequently, the jury is still out on whether abstinence programs can significantly reduce teen childbearing.”177 Third, it is difficult to discern the link between programs intended to prevent teen pregnancy in general and teen birth rates, says the GAO, because, while the states are tracking changes in teen birth rates, few are actually evaluating the effects of their prevention programs on teen pregnancy.178

More important than the scale and cause of the declines, however, is the fact that fewer teenage pregnancies over the last few years do
not appear to be associated with fewer young women bearing children out of wedlock. It is not teenage pregnancy, per se, that presages welfare dependence but the choice by the majority of young mothers to give birth out of wedlock. If, as has been the case since welfare reform, the number of teenagers having children has inched downward, but the overall percentage of births that occur to unmarried mothers has remained steady or continued to climb, then the primary precursor to welfare dependence has not been tackled.  

**Increasing Diversion**

For those who have already become pregnant as teenagers or out-of-wedlock, or both, how viable an alternative does welfare remain under the new law? As we have seen, once women become part of the system, it becomes very difficult to fully escape it, despite the range of work-support measures and incentives created by PRWORA. An important goal of welfare reform should thus be preventing the onset of dependence by “diverting” families from signing onto the rolls in the first place. As Professor June O’Neill of City University of New York told the Subcommittee on Human Resources of the House Committee on Ways and Means in 1999, “Although attention is usually focused on the effects of the policy changes on welfare leaver rates, the ultimate efficacy of welfare reform is going to turn on the extent to which it will have changed the incentive structures in the program, and whether that change is enough to deter young women from entering in the first place.”

As of August 1998, 35 states were employing some form of “diversion” tactic aimed particularly at women considered “job ready” or who had another potential source of income, including

- urging applicants to ask for help from relatives instead of signing up for government assistance,
- writing one-time emergency checks or offering low-interest loans in place of monthly benefits,
- referring individuals to private charities, and
- requiring applicants to spend weeks searching for work before they receive their first welfare payment.

The HHS identifies three specific types of diversion programs being tried throughout the country. “Lump-sum payment” programs make available a one-time payment to families with a short-term financial need; “mandatory applicant job search” programs require job searches as a condition of TANF eligibility, with the aim of encouraging individuals to secure employment before receiving the first welfare check; and “alternative resources exploration” encourages families to consider other forms of support from family and community as a substitute for cash assistance from the state. As of 1997, the HHS reports 20 states were employing the “lump-sum payment” tactic, 16 states were requiring “mandatory applicant job search,” and only 7 states were using an aggressive “alternative resources” approach. Only three states had implemented all three types of diversion strategies.

To what extent do decreasing TANF claims reflect the success of diversion policies in causing fewer people to enter the system in the first place? The Washington Post suggests that “the combination of these and similar [diversion tactics] explains a significant portion of the decline in welfare caseloads . . . .” One noted researcher believes the policies are responsible for one-third of the . . . drop in caseloads since the nation’s welfare system was overhauled in 1996 . . . . The new tactic is critical to understanding the remarkable decline in the number of Americans receiving welfare over the past two years. While many poor families have moved off public assistance and into jobs, many others simply have never gone on the rolls.” In 1999 the GAO agreed that “states’ diverting eligible families from receiving cash assistance may have contributed to the large decline,” and the Committee for Economic Development
remarked earlier this year that “the overall rate at which new welfare cases join the rolls has fallen sharply.” In states aggressively pursuing diversion strategies, such as Florida and Kentucky, the percentage of applicants who end up on the rolls has decreased by as much as 20 percent.

In general, it appears that welfare reform, through diversion, has made important strides in preventing individuals from becoming first-time recipients of cash assistance. Nevertheless, the gates to TANF remain open for individuals who are incapable of working, have no alternative source of income or support, or require more than a one-time check to bridge the time between jobs. This is where prevention of out-of-wedlock births to young women becomes particularly important. Once an unmarried young woman decides to have children, she usually becomes a valid candidate for TANF receipt—one unlikely to be turned away during the diversion phase, or, as they call it in the United Kingdom, the “Gateway” to welfare. Diversion is instrumental mainly in weeding out individuals who are in transition and show potential for becoming self-supporting or have access to alternative means of support. It can do little for those who have chosen poorly and consequently condemned themselves and their families to a lifetime of dependence.

Summary

Pulling dependent families out of the “poverty trap” has proven a formidable task for welfare reformers. Many recipients have little education or work experience and are trying to raise families without the help of a spouse. A fast-food job and food stamps, plus short-term counseling and training classes, usually can’t do much in the long term for families that, until now, have gotten by with the help of a welfare check. The real solution involves stopping such dependence before it is given a chance, with the help of cash assistance, to flourish.

Welfare reformers know that prevention is important. Measures to decrease out-of-wedlock births, teen pregnancy, and first-time welfare claims constitute an important portion of the 1996 welfare law. Unfortunately, the results associated with those measures do not, on the whole, make up a significant portion of welfare reform’s success story. Illegitimate births remain a significant problem, particularly among young mothers, and have not shown any recent signs of inching downward. In addition, it is difficult to establish a link between advances in reducing out-of-wedlock and teenage births and measures enacted under the new law.

Diversion strategies applied as a result of welfare reform have shown some success in turning new applicants toward alternative means of support. Though that represents a positive development in and of itself, there is no evidence that diversion strategies are effective as a disincentive for those, such as unwed teens or high-school dropouts, thinking of choosing life-long dependence. Women who have no other means of support or who are unable to work remain, even under diversion policies, key candidates for welfare receipt. Increased spending on recipients under the new law, moreover, makes welfare seem that much more viable an alternative for at-risk women. Prevention, in practice, has not been the resounding message of welfare reform.

Consider the particular provisions of the 1996 welfare law in light of Wattenberg’s comment that putting an end to the country’s unwed teenage pregnancy problem requires the dismantling of “viable irresponsible economic alternatives” and “the cessation of messages by governments” that such choices lead to a “socially acceptable lifestyle.” As we have seen, lack of progress in tackling out-of-wedlock pregnancy may indicate that welfare reform has not gone far enough in making welfare a less appealing and viable alternative. Far from eliminating welfare, the new law may be sending contradictory messages by continuing to spend generously on current recipients. Potential young single mothers, despite the changed rules, may continue to get pregnant, believing that in no way has the safety net actually been

Pregnancy prevention, in practice, has not been the resounding message of welfare reform.
dismantled. And, in a very important sense, they are correct. As we have seen, the new federal TANF block grant created by welfare reform enables states that reduce their caseloads to provide a more generous array of support to each remaining welfare family, including continued cash benefits, intensive counseling, subsidized work, and transportation assistance. The problem, aside from the fact that the extra support does not appear to have been very effective in assisting those who face multiple obstacles to becoming independent, is that such spending may convey to potential young recipients the message that a fortified and ever-present safety net awaits them if they should choose to become pregnant out of wedlock.

The logical way to eliminate dependence and its various causes, which Tanner proposed before the new law was enacted, is to adopt a prohibition against new, single mothers' signing onto the rolls. If welfare were eliminated for those women, Tanner predicts, out-of-wedlock births as a percentage of all births would likely decline by between 15 and 50 percent.

Conclusion: Making the Grade?

Four years after passage of the new welfare law, the country's cash assistance system has undergone modest improvement. More individuals are having to work for their benefits, fewer remain on the rolls, a greater number are finding employment after they exit the system, and fewer are losing out in the transition from welfare to work.

According to an overwhelming number of measures, however, welfare as we once knew it remains firmly intact. Those who leave for work continue to be short-term, transitional cases; individuals who remain on the rolls are still supported by a generous array of cash and in-kind benefits; life after welfare continues to be characterized by low-wage employment, heavy reliance on supplemental benefits, and frequent returns to the rolls; and the system continues to encourage dependence by providing generously for young women who give birth out of wedlock.

What such results indicate, not surprisingly, is that work requirements, time limits, and efforts to make work pay are only moderately effective approaches to ending long-term dependence. Few people would deny that both recipients and taxpayers are better served if individuals are required to do something in return for help from the state instead of being given something for nothing. Although the new law is a “better way” in some respects, it does not appear to offer a remedy for dependence. Policymakers can cite little more than anecdotal evidence that welfare reform has helped to dislodge deeply entrenched individuals from the safety net and has made once-dependent families self-reliant.

The solution to the country's dependence problem requires more than efforts to pull families off the welfare rolls. The ultimate solution lies in prevention. Most families end up on welfare because of out-of-wedlock births and, once in this precarious situation, rarely are able to free themselves and future generations from reliance on the state. Welfare reformers need to turn their efforts to encouraging young women, as Tanner had suggested, to (1) finish school; (2) not get pregnant outside marriage; and (3) get a job, any job, and stick with it. The most effective way to communicate this message would be to remove welfare as an alternative for young women who fail to make smart choices.

Until welfare is no longer available or an attractive option for women considering making untenable life decisions, the country will continue to spend endless amounts of energy and taxpayer money trying to clean up its dependence problem. This nation can never know the extent to which self-reliance and mutual aid are achievable until legislators decide, once and for all, to put the nanny state to rest.
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